Sssshhh – The Horse Whisperer is coming!
Troubled horses find a voice
Tell the herd - Monty Roberts, ‘The Real Life Horse Whisperer’ and arguably
the world’s greatest horse trainer is coming to the UK as part of his ‘Living
Legend’ tour.
Roberts will work with some of the neighbourhood’s most troubled equines to
overcome their fears using a language they’re guaranteed to understand –
their own. Whether it’s putting their first saddle, bridle and rider on, or loading
them into a horsebox; it’s all achieved with communication, compassion and
care. his non-violent training techniques which have revolutionised the horse
world; Roberts’ methods allow him to accomplish in minutes what can take
weeks or prove impossible to even the most experienced horse people.
“For centuries, humans have said to horses ‘you do what I tell you or I’ll hurt
you,’ I’m saying that no one has the right to say, ‘you must’ to an animal or
another human” said Mr Roberts.
The son of a horseman Roberts found he had a gift for understanding horses
at an early age. Seeing the pain and suffering so many were subjected to, in
efforts to train and ‘break’ them, he vowed to find a better way. It was whilst
tracking wild mustangs in Nevada as a boy that he observed a non-verbal
communication between the horses; a silent language he would later call
‘Equus’.
Roberts comes to Britain regularly to ensure HM the Queen’s racehorses get
off to a good start and has helped horses worldwide as documented in his
best-selling book ‘The Man Who Listen to Horses’. However, this was just the
starting point of his work as since he has found how horses can heal and
inspire and his taken his work to help the lives of veterans with Post
Traumatic Stress to Corporations wishing to improve communication.
Audiences will be treated to a unique demonstration of this language as
Roberts tours the country helping owners and horses to face their fears and
learn to trust each other. They’ll leave with knowledge that will help them for
many years to come. It’s guaranteed to be an inspirational evening for horse
lovers and equine novices alike.
He’ll be accompanied by his right-hand woman, Kelly Marks who with
impressive credentials in her own right has worked alongside Monty for 25
years. She says, ‘what I love about this journey is that we keep on learning,
and to have the opportunity to change not just horses’ lives but people’s too is
an enormous privilege’.
Roberts says “My greatest accomplishment was learning to be gentle. Without
that, I would have accomplished nothing,”. His life’s ambition is simple – “to
leave the world a better place than I found it, for horses, and for people too”.

